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THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

3815    ""The fool and the follower of fools always wear the countenance of a clown, hoping to impress other fools 
with their self-important knowledge, programmed ignorance and nonexistent wisdom, while in their solitude they 
dread and condemn their very existence and hate the truly wise with a vengeance.""

CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE
THE AKURIAN PERSPECTIVE

3816    Every hallelujah halfwit on the planet is programmed to 'believe' rather than know, and in most 'churches' 
questioning is flatly forbidden!  In fact, the 'doctrine' of most nitwit 'churches' is to "leave 'spiritual' matters to the 
minister" regardless of how blatantly contradictory and/or immoral the subject might be!  Not only does such practice 
provide a willfully subordinate and/or obedient congregation, with each succeeding instance the power and control 
over individuals in their public and private affairs is increased!
3817    In order to maintain this 'sole and exclusive' dominion of the spirit over masses of people, it is necessary to 
keep them as ignorant as possible!  It is also equally necessary to keep any questionable practice from being 
questioned at all!  Tactics range from outright accusations of 'questioning the Lord's authority (or wisdom)' to threats 
of' 'excommunication', which only The Anointed has the Righteous Power and Holy Authority to do!
3818    It is also necessary to portray anything and everything that might be a source of spiritual information as 'the 
devil's work'; such as clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience, astral projection (another term for controlled up in the 
spirit), automatic writing, psychometrics, spirit communication (which is not mediumship, communicating with the 
dead!), and even 'chanting'!  And damned well the 'churches' should worry, because anyone who gets even a slight 
dose of truth they can verify for themselves or open-minded questioning can never again buy blind 'faith' or 'belief'.  
Especially when it clearly and consistently doesn't work!
3819    The 'Christ within me' for example.  Does that 'christ' still:
3820    Heal anyone of everything instantly and on demand?
3821    Raise and restore the proven dead?
3822    Speak, read and write:  Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, Latin and Greek?
3823    Accurately prophesy immediate future events?
3824    Control the weather?
3825    Multiply food by the thousandfold?
3826    Change ordinary water into excellent wine (not 'grape juice')?
3827    Read people's intimate pasts?
3828    Appear in full view with past Anointeds?
3829    Teleportate vehicles full of people?
3830    Cast out known demonics?
3831    If not, then why not?!
3832    Is it the same Messiah?
3833    Then how did he become so powerless?
3834    If that 'Christ within' isn't capable of all the things he reputedly was master of previously, we simply ask:  why 
not?!  If, on the other hand, that 'Christ within' isn't really 'christ', then who the hell is it?!  Or is it really nobody?  Just 
another of those god-damned 'christian' delusions originated by the Bastards of Babylon and perpetuated by mere 
copy-pagans for their own monetary ends?
3835    If that spook isn't 'Christ" – and it cannot be – and there's truly a spook of some kind present, there's only one 
other choice!  And Lucifer is damned well up to the challenge, make no mistake about it.  He has minions all over the 
place masquerading as 'angels of light' in one form or another and 'Jesus Christ' is his most prevalent.
3836    With respect to such demonic delusions; most are never questioned because they are considered to be 'truth' or 
the previously mentioned no-no about questioning anything the 'church' determines to teach!  Then too, there's the old, 
tired and worn, "it's an 'ancient' doctrine"  (as if age meant a damned thing); since 'age' or 'duration' alone is no 
guarantee whatsoever that something is true!  A flat earth, for instance.
3837    Galileo Galilei, inventor of the telescope, was imprisoned by the Roman Catholic Church because he said the 
earth was spherical and revolved around the sun, in direct contradiction to ancient Catholic doctrine!  The Latin-
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Babbling Bastards of Babylon held the earth was flat and the sun revolved around the earth as holy and, under penalty 
of death, INDISPUTABLE DOCTRINE!  Even so, Galileo Galilei was correct and all their god-damned 'ancient 
doctrines' were wrong!
3838    Anytime you hear some closed-minded jackass use that "but it's been here a long time" lame-brained excuse, 
know for a fact:  you are in the company of a damned fool!
3839    Hard on the heels of that is, "but there's 'so many' who believe . . ."  Which is every bit as idiotic and certainly 
no less dangerous, especially when one's own soul is at stake!  Meekly volunteering to permanently enter the Main 
Gates of Hell is the extreme exercise in stupidity!  But there are countless millions who have done and are doing 
exactly that on the flimsy basis of "what-the-preacher-said"!
3840    Anyone that god-damned stupid, idiotic and gutless ought to permanently burn!  And one hell of a lot of them 
will!  Very few of them will wake up long enough to rid themselves of their self-inflicted headus rectumitis and 
survive The Great Judgment.
3841    We've already covered 'Sunday' worship, but the "any day will do" for a Sabbath is sheer, unadulterated idiocy!
3842    The Most High, Himself was present with Moses and the Israelites for forty years in the deserts of Sinai, 
delivering manna by which he clearly identified each and every true Sabbath, including the Days of Preparation before 
each one when gathering twice the daily amount of manna didn't result in spoilage as gathering too much on any other 
day did result in spoilage!  The correct Sabbaths weren't set haphazard and they weren't established jackass, but on a 
very precise and designated time for each.  The Hebrew (or Jewish) Calendar still documents the correct Sabbaths and 
Day of Preparation for each, whether weekly, seasonal, or other high day!
3843    And no other time or day will do!  Or have you forgotten:  God's Laws do not change!
3844    Another hallelujah halfwit delusion is the 'ever-virgin' Mary syndrome!  If the scriptures in Matthew 12:46-50 
prove Immanuel had no brothers it also proves he had no mother!  Even so, he had no Disciple named Joses or Judah 
who are given as Immanuel's brothers in Matthew 13:53-58; the same exchange where he is also given sisters!  The 
scriptures further give James, one of the twelve, as being Immanuel's brother!  Other scriptures, not 'canonized' by the 
Babylonian Bastards at Rome, say that Mary and Joseph had eleven children:  five males besides Immanuel and five 
females!  A family of that size would not be uncommon, even in a house with only one wife!  The "ten children" 
accounts exclude Immanuel.
3845    An even greater Blasphemy is the 'god, the father – god, the son – god, the holy ghost'!
3846    Of all nitwit 'doctrines' this one is the most demonic, idiotic, and most putrid!  Even a cursory reading of what 
Immanuel said clearly shows time and again his references to God both outside his own being and at some other 
location!  So we will not waste any more time on that paganism!
3847    Anything performed, "in the name of . . ." ought to include that name!  However; before you can use a name 
you first have to know what it is!  And right there 'churches', 'preachers' and other liars drop the ball!  It's a 
documented fact:  'Jesus Christ', a polluted version of YEA-SUE KRIS-TOSE (I Am Conscious), the Title of what 
Immanuel taught but is not and never was his name!
3848    Nor does he answer to it in the Planes of Heaven!  In fact, without special Spiritual Knowledge the words 
"Jesus Christ" can't even be spoken up in the Heavens!  If you don't think so, get UP IN THE SPIRIT and try it!
3849    But if you think 'churches' have jackassed Immanuel's name, wait until you get a load of what they've done to 
The Name of The Most High!  The Hebrew letters:  Yod, Heh, Vav, Heh (actually the name of the Nefilim 
Commander as explained below); were always referred to in some manner as The Great Name which was never 
spoken aloud nor pronounced.  And rightly so!  The Most High does not take lightly the use of His Name!  However, 
the Title god applies to untold billions of entities and is little more than a courtesy term; has no power in itself; nor 
does it attract much attention.  The word san in Japanese is about the same thing, having no meaning other than a 
courtesy:  mamasan, papasan, and so forth.
3850    The actual Name of The Most High in Angelic is, ALIHA ASUR HIGH pronounced:  AH-LI-HA – ASH-ER – 
HIGH!  (ALIHA being the Name from which the Holy Name Allah, as it is pronounced in Arabic, comes)  You will 
say the Name of The Most High very carefully if you want to exist very long!  It is not and never was, 'yaw-way' nor 
'je-hov-ah'.  Both names are that of a minor war god whose greatest accomplishment is being a damned liar!  Yes, he is 
still alive, and blew all credibility when he promised to do anything for anybody that asked it in his name!  He is also 
the Fleet Commander of the spaceship called a "pillar of smoke by day and pillar of fire by night" that led the 
Israelites for FORTY YEARS in the wanderings in the Sinai Desert and delivering the manna as prescribed by The 
Most High Lord of Spirits!
3851    Warning!
3852    Use the name of ALIHA ASUR HIGH very carefully!
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3853    You have been warned!
3854    There are scads of 'christian' delusions, and all you have to do to find out every one of them is listen to any of 
those god-damned hallelujah halfwit 'preachers' and other liars!  If you can stand it.
3855    But just what are all these hallelujah halfwits, supremacists, socialists, communists, fascists, marxists, liberals, 
false prophets, phony psychics, preachers and other liars trying to hide, distort, or prevent you and the populace from 
knowing?  The real facts will astound you!  Yet, when researched, they come through with all the common sense 
anyone could ask for.  And here is a very short course used throughout this book and its subsequent volumes, and all 
of it verifiable by your own research.
3856    Back in the early ages, mankind, through his own stupidity began a vain effort to destroy himself to satisfy his 
own 'superiority' and emotional lusts!  The one thing mankind is quite capable of is destruction!  He can destroy just 
about anything!  And much to the relief of all other species, including himself!  Mankind is the only species, heavenly 
or otherwise, that destroys for the sheer sake of destruction, and the sooner he exterminates himself the better all other 
species will like it!
3857    However, when the Nefilim gained permission to create the Adama, there was a big fly in the ointment!  The 
Nefilim needed workers, as physically like themselves as possible, rather than having to redesign and rebuild all their 
equipment on remote location (they were here from another planet, Nibiru!).  Since that high tech equipment is 
somewhat complex, they required a rather high degree of intelligence!  The problem was, how do you make an entity 
in a likeness mold, with sufficient intelligence and physical strength to justify the effort, but without creating a living 
soul for which accountability to The Most High is a requirement?!  That is a very thin line, as all the entity has to do to 
qualify for a soul is be intelligent enough to ask the WHY of its existence, or the WHY of its servitude!
3858    The 'mold' wasn't much of a problem; simply 'clone' one's self!  However, Nefilim are immortals (actually 
VERY long-lived is more accurate)!  They didn't want more Nefilim:  they wanted only mortals that could be disposed 
of after the project was over!  Genetically engineering down produces problems of what factors are reduced, body or 
brain!  There were several attempts, possibly thousands, the Lilith being one of the more classic humanoid cum 
humanistic failures.  They could reproduce themselves, and unfortunately that was about all they were good for!  Weak 
bodies that were barely capable of providing for themselves, with little remaining strength for any other endeavor 
except copulation, and insufficient intellect to learn much of anything above natural instinct!  The second batch, made 
from the first batch, produced exactly the opposite – exceedingly strong beings with the teachable intellect of a brick!  
We known them as the Neanderthal.  That both batches could think at all was their best asset, as it allowed them to 
communicate in a limited form of language.
3859    The Upanishads reveal that 'monkeys' which include chimpanzees, apes and gorillas, were genetic mistakes in 
the attempt to create man rather than seeds from which man reputedly 'evolved'!
3860    The Nefilim still had a fine-line problem once physical strength was solved:  how to permit sufficient intellect 
and prevent grand thought!  Because the Adama had to include several traits:
3861    He had to be able to care for himself;
3862    He had to reproduce his own kind;
3863    He had to be physically dexterous;
3864    He had to possess physical endurance;
3865    He had to produce far more than he consumed;
3866    He had to have an over-animal and under-Nefilim intellect;
3867    And, he had to be controlled!
3868    Anu might well have had the authority to approve necessary genetic research and initial experiments, but he 
did not have any authority to create a species to use or exploit without reward!  The instant the entity could ask the 
WHY question, the reward factor came with the soul, of which the Nefilim wanted neither!  And that is exactly what 
the plan was all about!  Adama (worker of red clay) was intended by Anu to be temporary as a matter of convenience!  
In the process Anu did not consider that the fine-line mentality he required, like everything else, has a plus-or-minus 
tolerance factor!
3869    If the mind was capable of grand thought – in short, questioning why? on whose authority? and at what price 
for what reward? – even from a very limited few, the very existence of that species suddenly put The Most High in a 
deliberately practicing injustice mode, which he would not and will not stand for!
3870    Needless to say, Adama at the very outset was pretty much like man today, and Nefilim then:  some can think 
and others blunder!  But those few who could think put Adama and all Adama's descendants in line for soulship!  
Having been originally designed to self-destruct did not change that Holy Law one iota!  The Adama, on basis of 
demonstrable intellectual capability alone would have a soul!  What he would do with it was an entirely different 
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matter.  The jackassing was cooking on all burners!
3871    As for who initiated this self-destruct decision, we must remember that Nefilim are spiritually aware beings just 
like everyone and everything else with a soul!  And contrary to the popular belief, they are not 'all-knowing' by any 
stretch of the imagination.  Nor are they immune from demonic temptations as is evidenced by their interbreeding with 
the daughters of Adama!  Such influences have but one source:  Infernal Lord Lucifer, Son of the Morning!
3872    Yep.  Old Splithoof started early in the affairs of mankind.

3873    [INSERT:  WARNING!  Do not presume that you can talk down your nose to or about Lord Lucifer simply 
because 'preachers' and other liars have the habit, or because The Most High in looking out for all his own made 
someone Lucifer's equal!  (No!  Not 'christ'!)
3874    Just because United States' warriors defeated both German and Japanese warriors in World War II does not 
give anyone else the authority to talk down about them!  Ask any World War II combat veteran, and you will find they 
have one hell of a respect for their former foes!  They know; they fought them!
3875    Until you can tangle with Lord Lucifer and win – and you are going to have to do it on his terms simply 
because he doesn't fight any other way – it's best you keep your comments about Lucifer to yourself!
3876    You have been warned!]

3877    The Nefilim fell into the trap of racemixing, not only between themselves and Adama, but also the Adama 
between their many genetic successes and mistakes, and so polluted Adama that The Most High determined Adama 
should be destroyed, along with those Nefilim who were responsible!  That's right!  Being 'immortal' is conditional!
3878    Repeat:  immortality is conditional!
3879    There are a few other Holy Laws the Nefilim were without excuse for being in violation of, too!  The fact that 
Holy Law prevents a mixed-race entity from having a soul – which they damned well knew and still violated – being 
number one on the list!  The fact that Holy Law deprives both parents of a mixed-race entity of the right to their souls, 
which they also damned well knew and still violated, they encouraged the Adama and genetic mistakes to violate it 
knowing full well even the act of inter-racial sexual intercourse deprives the right to one's soul!  And for both willing 
participants!  Even if in ignorance.
3880    It was one way of getting rid of Adama even if they did achieve a soul!  No wonder The Most High blew a 
gasket and slaughtered virtually all Adama and one hell of a number of Nefilim, estimated in some reports to have 
been around 200!
3881    No!  Those Holy Laws have not changed!
3882    Demonic practitioners, whether Bastards of Babylon at Rome, their followers anywhere else on the planet, or 
just plain everyday, self-inflicted mental and moral degenerates are justifiable cause for each and every thing to befall 
this vile and corrupt Generation of Fire:  including the Big Boom and all its aftereffects right down to the very last 
speck of radioactive dust!
3883    Hallelujah halfwits on one hand and electronic Enslavers on the other can certainly produce no other end result!  
Racemixing will not be tolerated any more in That Day than it was before the Great Flood of Noah's day!  Immanuel, 
himself fully and clearly verified rampant racemixing as one of the signs indicating the time of the end and his return!  
You can read it for yourself in Matthew 24:37-38!  You can also read the absolutely irrevocable terms of Noah's Curse 
upon Accursed Canaan in The Anointed Zechariah's prophecies:  Zechariah 14:20-21!  And while you are reading it, 
take note of both references to That Day!
3884    Now before the ninny element begins screaming "bigot" as is their usual halfwit tactic, there is a process 
whereby racemixers and progeny of racemixing can secure themselves!  The racemixers forever remain in danger of 
The Judgment but need not be condemned to burn.  Their victimized children can gain a soul which they must protect 
for four generations of racial restoration to purity before the right of a soul at conception is restored, and ten 
generations before they can rightfully enter the Temple!
3885    That should tell 'abortionists' something; but don't hold your breath!
3886    Even so, if there is one cell of Cursed blood of either Accursed Canaan or Accursed Cush, the choice is 
irrevocable:  that person must breed with the Accursed Canaanites and Accursed Cushites, for the Curse will not be 
removed any other way.  The Curse is upon Accursed Canaan.  Cush deliberately took it upon himself and his 
descendants in a typically "big nigger" attempt to outsmart The Most High!  All the racemixing in the world will not 
eliminate that Curse of Curses; it will only spread it to other races for which The Most High will blame Accursed 
Canaan and Accursed Cush, burning them forever and without mercy for that atrocity!
3887    Which brings us to the next step:  If there is a rescue of the Promised Elect Remnant of Abraham, and they are 
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not 'Christians' practicing paganisms; nor are they 'praisers of Jesus'; and they are not going to be 'raptured' yet they 
are going to be rescued; and they are to going see the Enslaver, yet escape his mark; they hear and know the Very 
Voice of The Most High:  Who in the hell are they?
3888    What is the nature of their rescue?
3889    And, how do they hear the Very Voice of The Most High?
3890    First:  there is a rescue of and for The Elect Remnant!  Second:  they obey only true Holy Law!  Third:  they 
praise only The Most High!  Fourth:  their rescue is in their own hands!  Fifth:  their rescue provides escape from The 
Mark of The Beast!  Sixth:  they are Proven Knowers of God's Anointing!  Seventh:  they are not 'christians', 
'communists', 'fascists' or 'supremacists'!  Eighth:  they are militarily structured and disciplined!  Ninth:  they are all 
practicing Akurians!  Tenth:  they hear God's voice by following God's instructions!
3891    And there are and can be more Black Races among them!
3892    The Promised Elect Remnant of Abraham will be and remain on earth during the Holocaust, all the Tribulations 
to follow Harmageddon, and all the Days of Restoration that follow Harmageddon, and the different Tribulation of 
Harmageddon according to divine promises!
3893    Before anyone can become a citizen of that Elect Remnant they first have to present themselves in an entirely 
different manner than 'churches', 'preachers' and other liars claim, of which the primary requirement is:  to experience 
the Very Voice of The Most High in testimony of His Anointing on The Anointed Witness of, and alive in, This 
Generation of Fire!
3894    That does take some preparation!  This entire book is devoted exclusively to information you will need for that 
preparation!  And before you ask:  yes!  The Elect Remnant will be in Refuges!
3895    Yes!  There are Refuges for the Children of Cush on condition:  they separate themselves from all racemixing 
and racemixers!  They meet all other Holy Law requirements!
3896    Each and every word, statement, and inference in this volume and all authorized volumes to follow will be 
verified without exception by The Most High when and if you receive The Most High's own and exclusive testimony 
of his Holy Anointing upon The Anointed Witness of This Generation!
3897    The Anointed in each and every generation shares a common estate with The Angels of The Very Presence:  
some being taught directly out of the Very Mouth of The Most High, having no intermediary(ies) since they are the 
intermediaries in and of their generation!
3898    No!  'Preachers' and other liars do not qualify!
3899    In order to receive this instruction, The Anointed is taken UP IN THE SPIRIT into the Highest Planes of 
Heaven on Direct Orders of The Most High, or he receives permission to address the All-Supreme Commandant by 
request.  There are a great many pages of manuscript recordings of some of those Holy Conversations given through 
qualified priests, in a multi-blind, complicated, cross-referencing process to ensure accuracy, and approved and 
verified by The Anointed; that we intend to publish and make available as conditions permit.  The various Protocols in 
this volume are examples – all verified and testified as true and accurate by The Most High, Himself with each and 
every Proof of The Anointing.
3900    The Most High often verifies his Holy Orders to His Holy Anointed Witness through the qualified priests and 
selected communicators.  This is not for the edification of The Anointed, but rather his exoneration for saying things 
that upset established authorities and offend the living hell out of socialists, liberals, politicians, pagans, christians, 
Masons, Knights of Columbus, Temple Israel, preachers and other liars and all other degenerate mentalities; and as 
direct and firsthand training for those True Proven Knowers!
3901    Additionally, even Proven Knowers have to be kept informed, as the closer one gets to the truth and The Most 
High, the more Lord Lucifer will attempt to berate, confuse, and disrupt them!  But as they constantly review these 
Holy Communications and practice their spiritual development, they see Lucifer's tactics and ignore or avoid him!
3902    The Holy Truth in these pages is far more astounding than we are able to describe or explain.  Even so, each 
and every word, punctuation mark, and even the order in which points are covered is vitally important!  Nothing is said 
just for the sake of copy!
3903    And:  Nothing is 'inferred'!  Everything is meant:  eleven on a scale of ten!
3904    Make the very common mistake of 'accepting what pleases you' and the part you ignore will contain your Death 
Warrant!  Overlook any part at your own peril!
3905    When you've researched sufficiently to want to know more about The Most High's Anointed One, contact us.  
If you have any questions, ask us.  We want you to know!  We do not want you to 'believe' a damned thing you can't 
research, examine and prove!
3906    Before you ask:
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3907    Yes!  The Anointed is alive as of this writing!  Yes!  We have sworn affidavits from Proven Knowers!  No!  
There isn't a 'christian', anti-Semitic or racially-bigoted bone in his body!
3908    If you are still looking for hallelujah halfwits, they're listed in the yellow pages under clergy; take your choice!
3909    If you intend to live through and otherwise survive the horrors even now on the horizon, the following pages 
will be most informative.  If not:
3910    Rest in peace.
3911    Or should that be 'pieces'?

THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

3912    ""Hear the socialist at your own peril, for they are the Voice of Death and all subjugation.
3913    ""Follow the socialist at your own peril, for they walk the Paths of Damnation unto themselves and all who 
will abide them.
3914    ""Slay not the socialist at your own peril, for howsoever long the socialist shall live, you and your charges after 
you are in danger of your very existence.""
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